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“There is one glory of the sun, and
another glory of the moon, and another glory of the stars; for star differs from star in glory.” The wisdom
of Corinthians 15:41 was evident
in the coaching style of Mr. Tom
Moon, who after 32 great seasons
as Cameron Girls’ Basketball Head
Coach, ended his career with the
final swish of the 2015-16 season.
Coach Moon never failed to
recognize that glory came from
helping his players to become stars
by highlighting their differences on
the court. Each girl was encouraged
to find her personal strength and
develop her own particular sparkle.
Coach Moon was always especially
thrilled to see a girl recognize her
contribution on the court. “When
you teach skills to players and then
they perform those skills in a game,
it is great to see their faces light up.”
said Coach Moon.
Faces, however, were not the
only things lighting up the Comet
court. Coach Moon’s 32-year career
shines with a brilliant record of 420
wins and 324 losses, nine conference titles, and four regional titles.
Possibly, Coach Moon’s greatest
coaching strength, however, was
blending individual talents into a
cohesive team, which could grow
and develop along with the girls.

Reflecting the glow of the Moon. Senior
Kelly Ferris will be among the last graduates to
be inspired by Coach Moon’s dedication.

Individual players change so much
from starting out as freshmen until
they are seniors. Taking advantage
of these changes has been a strategy
Coach Moon has used throughout
his career with the Comets, sometimes to the dismay of the competition. “Over the years, we have won
some games we probably should not
have,” Coach explained. “Those wins
make lots of memories, especially
watching the opposing coach try to
figure out what to do.”
According to Coach Moon, the
greatest memory is the competition.
Competing against another coach
continued pg. 12
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Time to say good-bye
by Gabrielle Engel
This school year we are saying
goodbye to seven outstanding faculty
members whom many of the students and other faculty members
have grown to care for. These seven
will be missed when they are absent
from the long school hallways in our
district. Their time at Cameron is
coming to a close, but their impact
on our district will be remembered
long past the time they leave us.

and maybe in the future, working
part-time at an agency that helps
family with trauma.

Cameron Music program along side
Mrs. J. to create it into what it is
today. Next year, he plans to work
at UW-Barron County in the music
department and will also try to judge
festivals and be a clinician at events.
He was glad to be part of the amazing team here that includes both the

Joosten duo. Mrs. Beth Joosten was the
Cameron High School choir teacher for 18
years while Mr. Michael Joosten has been the
band teacher for 32 years.
Cathy Ekern. Mrs. Cathy Ekern was a guidance counselor at Cameron Elementary School
for 29 years.

The one thing that most students
who went to Cameron Elementary
School can remember from the guidance classes was DUSO the dolphin.
He was Mrs. Cathy Ekern’s go-to
guy. But soon DUSO will be packed
away with many of the other characters Mrs. Ekern used in her lessons
over the years. Mrs. Ekern started
at Cameron Elementary School in
1987, after going to graduate school
for counseling. She knew that she
wanted to go into a career in the
helping profession, and after coming to Cameron, she found that she
enjoyed working with the children.
She then knew that she was in it for
the long haul. As of right now, Mrs.
Ekern is looking forward to traveling

Mrs. Elizabeth Joosten has been
teaching at the middle school and
Marie Mills. Mrs. Marie Mills has worked
high school since 1998. She was
as a special education teacher at Cameron
inspired to teach because of her love Elementary School for 28 years.
for kids along with her love of music,
so she put the two together and befaculty and the students.
came a music teacher. Mrs. Joosten
From the time that she was little
feels that she hasn’t impacted Camand playing school with her brothers
eron, but more so that Cameron has and sisters, Mrs. Marie Mills knew
impacted her and has changed her
she wanted to be a teacher. Marie
life. Next year, Mrs. Joosten will be
started working in the Cameron
teaching at UW-Barron County as a School District in 1988. Since startMusic Department Representative as ing at Cameron, she has fallen in
well as a lecturer. She speaks fondly
love with everything Cameron—the
of her time spent here at Cameron
district, the faculty, and the students.
and is glad that she was able to bring As Mrs. Mills enters retirement, she
the love of music to so many stuis excited to just sit back and relax
dents.
at her cabin as she will finally have
Inspired to share his love of music
time to fish. However, she said “I
with others, Mr. Michael Joosten
will miss all the excitement of watchcame to Cameron High School in
ing a child master a new skill in the
1984 to teach music to students.
classroom.”
Since then, he has built up the
After working at a daycare for a
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Carol Peterson. Mrs. Carol Peterson has
been the playground supervisor at Cameron
Elementary School for 26 years.

few years, Mrs. Carol Peterson knew
that she wanted to work with children the rest of her working career.
She started working full-time as the
Cameron Elementary School playground supervisor in 1990. Since
then, she has enjoyed the children
that have come and gone from her
playground, and she hopes that she
left a positive impact on those students as well as the other staff members. Carol plans to travel as much
as she possibly can, and is extremely
excited to start a new chapter in her

Darlene Tripp. Mrs. Darlene Tripp has been
working in the Cameron School District for
the past 40 years.

life.
In 1976, former Cameron alumni,
Mrs. Darlene Tripp, started driving
school buses for the Cameron School
District. Her goal throughout all
her years in Cameron was to have a

Steve Vucenic. Mr. SteveVucenic has been
working in the Cameron School District for
the past 18 years.

positive impact on each and every
kid that stepped on to her school
bus. She made an effort to learn the
kids’ names, and to always say good
morning and good night to the students so they would hear it at least
once a day from someone who cared.
However, Darlene also made sure
to teach her kids that they also had
rules that needed to be followed and
if they weren’t learning those skills
at home or school, then she wanted
to teach it on the bus. Darlene has
also spent 17 years as a cook in the
Cameron Middle and High Schools.
This summer she plans to travel to
Israel and is extremely excited to see
the world.
From cracking jokes with students
to working hard to keep our schools
a positive learning environment,
Mr. Steve Vucenic is there. Steve
has worked at the Cameron School
District since 1998 as a custodian.
He hopes that he has made a positive
influence among the students and
faculty at Cameron as he plans to
spend his time with his grandson, as
well as hunt and fish more.
Together, as one school district,
we would like to thank you for all

that you have done for us. You have
changed our district in more ways
than one. So thank you again for
your hard work here at Cameron.
District Administratior Joseph
Leschisin said, “I want to wish our
retirees the very best as they venture
off into life’s next journey. All of you
have been in education in various
roles and have certainly seen a lot
of change in education throughout
these years. You all have impacted
many, many students throughout
your careers and I want to thank you
for all of the years of determination
and dedication.”
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Trimester transition
by Kyla Chester
For the coming 2016-17 school
year, the Cameron School District is
making a change. After having implemented a semester 8-period school
day system for many years, the school
board okayed the jump from semesters to trimesters, and 8 periods to 6
periods, and from the Powerschool
grading program to the Skyward
grading program. Students and staff
alike have a lot to prepare for.
Currently, the day in Cameron
consists of 8 periods, with classes
switching once, at the end of the
first semester. With trimesters, the
students will have less classes, but be
in those classes slightly longer than
they are used to (roughly one hour
and 5 minutes). They will also change
courses after the first third of the
school year, and after the second third

of the school year.
There are multiple reasons why
switching, while perhaps a hassle, will
be beneficial. The 8-period system
forces students to take a very large
variety of classes, resulting in unnecessary stress and flawed focus.
The 8-period day can also negatively
impact teachers, who are only given
one 42-minute period of time every
day to prepare for seven other classes.
This amount of time may be insufficient for many.
The transition from Powerschool
to Skyward program is going to be
an interesting one. The two online
programs both make it possible for
teachers, students, and parents to
keep track of grades, attendance, and
lunch money balances. The switch
to Skyward may be different initially,

but it is widely believed that Skyward
will be well-received in time. There
will be some parent informational
sessions around mid/end of August to
assist them in this transition, as well.
According to District Administrator Mr. Joe Leschisin, “We feel good
about Skyward providing us with
some improved options for communicating with our parents via their
parent access portal.”
With trimesters, the st udents will
have longer class periods, which will
allow extended time for instructional
labs, learning activities, and in-class
feedback. The students also are given
an additional class, which allows them
to choose an extra elective, and earn
.5 more credits for graduation.
Change is always hard, but sometimes it is for the best.

Cameron schools have a lot of
alumni to brag about. As such,
one individual recently received
great news to enhance her studies
in psychology. Elise Lundequam,
Class of 2009, was recently granted
a full-ride scholarship for her PhD
program in Experimental Psychology starting in the fall of 2016 at
Ohio University. Elise was one of
over 200 applicants for this program and was the one chosen.
Upon Elise’s graduation from
CHS, she majored in psychology at
UW-River Falls. While there, she
studied abroad one semester where
she spent three months traveling
throughout Europe. She was the
president of the PSI CHI (international honors society in psych.).

She completed three independent
research projects, two of which
looked into issues and perceptions
of stereotypes, prejudices, and discrimination towards women.
San Diego State University was
Elise’s next stop in her road to
greatness. She was accepted to the
MA program there and over the last
two years, she has been working
on various projects surrounding issues of women and other minority
groups and why they are underrepresented in certain academic fields.
Elise is an awesome example of
the fine students from Cameron.
Elise is the daughter of Bob and
JoAnn Lundequam. Congrats,
Elise. We’ll be watching for even
more excellence!

Awesome education. Cameron alumni,
Elise Lundequam will be attending Ohio
University in the fall working on her PhD in
Experimental Psychology. She earned a fullride scholarship to Ohio and at San Diego
State University.

Excellent alumni

Comet Connection
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Off to the ball

Ball workers. FBLA members (and some
cool friends) finish decorations for the Little
Princess Dance. Everyone had a great time.

Your highness. Prince Jon helps Princess Ava out of her carriage after her ride to the Little
Princess Dance held at the high school on Friday, April 22. Over 120 little princesses enjoyed
the dance sponsored by Cameron’s FBLA.

Belle, Ariel, Jasmine, Aurora,
Cinderella and many other little
princesses were all at Cameron High
School on Friday, April 22 for the
My Little Princess Dance hosted by
the members of Cameron’s FBLA.
Over 120 princesses and their dates
had a ball dancing the night away
with their “princes.” In addition to

Dance the night away. Princesses and their
dates danced to the music at the My Little
Princess Dance.

dancing, the princesses were able to
have their fingernails painted, make
crowns, and have their faces painted.
Also, a photo opportunity was available for each princess and her date.
Almost too-pretty-to-eat cupcakes,

made by Joe Barnes,were a hit at the
snack table, too.
High school FBLA members had
as much fun as the guests as they
helped with food, music, photos,
and crafts. They planned, decorated,
and worked the “crowd” and did
an amazing job with the princesses.
The dance was held as a fundraiser
for the FBLA as well as a fun event
for the little girls and their dates.
The night was a huge success!

Truly beautiful. Local princesses, gussied up in beautiful dresses, had a fabulous time at the
Little Princess Dance.
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March: Month of Art
Student Showcase
by Kyla Chester
Artists bloom all year round,
but this past March their talents
were highlighted in the Youth Art
Month Exhibit. Open to all grades,
the exhibit aimed to showcase the
artistic talents of the local youth
from the school districts of Cameron, Barron, Chetek-Weyerhaeuser,
Prairie Farm, and Rice Lake. The
event was a smashing success, with
a multitude of students showing off
their amazing talent at the Wisconsin Indianhead Technical College in
Rice Lake, WI on March 5, 2016.
Overall, 72 students from Cameron School District showcased
their wonderful artwork at the

Preparation Preparation for the Art Month exhibit began far before March, with students hard
at work on their pieces, and working on making their displays look professional.

Pride Proud art teachers Mrs. Allen and Mrs.
Leschisin attend the opening night to appreciate their students wonderful creations. It was
no doubt a night of pride at seeing the success
they have mentored.

college andthe students enjoyed it
immensely.
“Youth Art Month is a great opportunity to celebrate the creative
accomplishments of our students. I
love to see our artists’ smiling faces
when they see their painting or
drawing matted and displayed in a
new setting. Thanks to Mrs. Allen
for organizing this event for our
student artists!” Says high school art
teacher Angie Leschisin.
Students created a great variety of
pieces, from pencil sketches, acrylic
paintings, pastels, photographs, and
even digital artwork!

Art in the schools is a vital component of self-expression, and a
creative outlet for so many students
of all ages. Whether it be a favorite
hobby, or a lifetime passion, the
students value their opportunities
to learn and grow in their talent.
The event has been a success in
the past years, and this year was
no different! Mrs. Sara Allen and
Mrs. Angie Leschisin want to give a
very big “thank you” to WITC for
allowing them to display all of the
artwork. We thank them for their
many hours dedicated to make our
artists shine.
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Middle School
Upcoming dates
CMS Track and Field Day will be
held on May 26, 2016 behind the
high school on the track. Start time
will be 12:30 p.m. and will be held

until 3:00 p.m. The 6th grade teachers and students will be going on the
St. Crox Scenic Boat Tour and visiting the Fish Hatchery on June 1.

The 5th grade students took their
field trip to Crytsal Cave on May 3,
2016. CMS Awards Day will be held
on June 2, 2016 at 9:00 a.m.

Honors music

Honors choir. Congratulations to Cody Peterson, Kennady Sevals,
Emma Meznarich, Aurora Felonk, Katie Gilles, McKenzie Schwartz,
MiKayla Schuebel, Brandon Groskopf, and Sydney Bomback as they
represented Cameron for the middle level honors choir.

Honors band. Congratulations to Maddie Wall, Mikayla Graeme,
Brianna Saffert, Katie Gilles, Brooklyn Moravitz, Henry Huth,
Preston Scott, Nathan Getchell, and MiKayla Schuebel as they
represented Cameron for the middle level honors band.

Learn to Hunt

Bang, bang, bird down. On Saturday April 16, 2016 fourteen Cameron Middle School students participated in the Learn to Hunt program.
Half of the Cameron Students harvested their 1st turkeys. Ariana Anderson and Justin Odenbreit tied for the biggest bird with 24 lbs. Despite the
weather, 10 of the total 21 students got turkeys and 17 of the 21 had opportunities.
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Books, books, and more books!
The Cameron Middle School
Library Media Center held the 16th
annual "Book Swap" during the
week of April 11-15, celebrating
National Library Week. The Book
Swap is an opportunity for CMS
students to exchange books from
home, which they no longer wish to
read, for a book donated by another
student or purchased with funds
raised during the Fall Scholastic
Book Fair. This is a great way for students to obtain new reading material
at no additional cost and to recycle
in an environmentally friendly way.
The LMC staff, Mrs. Longmire and

Aspiring artist. Taylor Ottum was this year’s
winner of the book mark contest.

Mrs. Voelker, coordinate the program. A week prior to the event,
students are asked to clean out their
bookcases and bring in books that
are in good condition and of suitable reading material for students
of middle school age. This year the
student who donated the most books
was Cora Olson with 34 books. The
LMC also hosts a bookmark contest
around the Book Swap theme. This
year’s theme was “Libraries Transform.” This year’s winner was sixth
grader, Taylor Ottum.
Wednesday, April 13, author and
social media consultant, Andrea
Gribble, presented interesting information to students. She has written
a childrens’ book on self-regulating
technology use. She talked to the
5th and 6th grades and then the 7th
and 8th grades about identifying a
need for a book on digital technology use for kids and writing a book.
She discussed how working with an
illustrator worked for her and her
mission to get families talking about
technology and social media use. On
April 14, every student in the middle
school had the opportunity to select

Super speaker. Andrea Gribble came to the
middle school to speak to the students about
technology uses and regulating screen time.

one book from the many donated.
The following day, all students who
donated more than one book to the
program were able to pick out up
to three more, depending on availability.
If your family is willing to donate
additional books for next year or if
you have any questions about the
Book Swap, please call the Middle
School office at 715-458-4560 and
ask for Mrs. Longmire. We appreciate your support for this worthwhile
activity. At Cameron Middle School,
we will continue to emphasize the
importance of reading as a lifelong
activity.

8th Grade Battle of the Books
Congratulations to 8th Grade
Battle of the Books team 100-Page
JukeBox. Mikayla, Eliza, Araidia,
and Kristen placed 30th out of the
147 schools that participated this
year. They completed an online
timed test on February 24 asking
questions about 20 different books
that they had to read. To qualify to

represent Cameron, they placed 1st
in the Cameron 8th Grade Battles.
The advisor for all battle of the
books teams is Mrs. Longmire. The
Wisconsin Middle School Battle
of the Books is sponsored by the
Wisconsin Educational Media &
Technology Association. Great job,
ladies!

Ready readers. Four 8th grade students
participated in Battle of the Books this year:
Mikayla Graeme, Eliza Anderson, Kristen Oliver, and Araidia VanderWyst.
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A scientist is in the house
by Wyatt Wade
Who doesn’t love money? In late
March, Cameron Middle School
welcomed Dr. Sara Church who is
a scientist in the field of money. She
talked about her personal journey
into her profession, all of the security
features that the government puts on
the money, which makes it hard to
counterfeit.
Dr. Church came into the middle
school to teach the seventh and
eighth graders about her job as a

What are you looking at? Eighth graders observe bills and other items that contain
waterspots to show them what to look for in
counterfeited bills.

currency scientist. She first studied
look for to determine if a bill is
organic science to become a doctor. counterfeited or not.
Part way through, she ended up
One way to tell if a bill is
learning and loving how chemistry
counterfeited or not is by checking
can go with physical science. When to see if the bill has a water spot
researching what
which can be seen when held in the
professions deal with
light. If a water spot is noted, then
both, she found
the bill is not a counterfeit. Other
money science and
ways to determine if a
felt that this would be
bill is counterfeited,
her calling. She studied
as shown by
at the University
Dr. Church,
of Minnesota,
are hidden
Oregon State,
numbers
and even in
and words
Russia. She
on or within
learned,
the bill.
and passed
The class enjoyed their
on, that
guest speaker. “I really liked
all money
this presentation” said 8th
Money is a science. Dr. Sara
in the world is Church, is a scientist in the field of grader Leland Huffman.
money, shows students the difference The one fact that seemed to
based on the
United States between money paper and regular
interest everyone was that it
paper.
dollar.
takes only 11 cents to create
She taught
a one-hundred dollar bill.
the class about how this type of
This and many other money facts
science deals with both physical
may have made our CMS’ers love
and chemical science and what to
money even more.

5th Grade Battle of the Books
Congratulations to the 5th grade
Battle of the Books teams Insane
Bookz, Optic F4Z3, and the Comets. They competed their best and
fought hard. Kudos to all the hard
work they have done to read 20
books in four months and to memorize titles and authors. However,
Chetek-Weyerhaeuser took home
the traveling trophy with an end

total of 108 points to our 93 points
after three battles. This voluntary
academic activity not only challenges students to read carefully, but also
teaches them responsibility, goal setting, cooperation, and sportsmanship.Thanks for the support of the
5th grade teachers, Mrs. LaVallie,
Ms. Diesterhaft, and Mr. Huseth, as
they help this program be successful!

Bright minds. This year the three Battle of the
Books teams fought hard against Chetek-Weyerhaeuser, but sadly did not walk away with
a win. Thanks, Mrs. Longmire, for helping
coordinate the Battle.
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A new chapter
by Gabrielle Engel
Earlier this year, one chapter in the
National Honor Society ended while
another began. The seniors put into
play their final service projects, while
the juniors applied for NHS and
attended an induction ceremony.
To conclude this chapter of their
lives, Sam Metropulos and Brady
Schoenecker put their final touches
on their service projects. Sam held a
coat drive in February which lasted
for a week. He was able to collect
around 20 coats for the Benjamin
House. “It was a great opportunity
to give back to the community,
that already has given so much to
me,” said Sam. Under the guidance
of Brady Schoenecker, the NHS
members traveled to the Humane
Society in Barron. They spent four
hours taking care of the animals by
feeding, walking, and playing with
them. “It was a fun time to go out

To close. Senior Brady Schoenecker held the
final service project in February at the Humane Society in Barron.

To open. The new inductees will continue to represent the Cameron High School Chapter of the
National Honor Society like the many other groups have done before them.

and spend time with the animals,”
said Schoenecker.
The new chapter began on March
29, 2016, as the Cameron High
School Chapter of the National
Honor Society held induction for
new junior members Riley Bartsch,
Remington Davison, Ashlee Drew,
Nathaniel Fostvedt, Rachel Gillett,
Dora Linton, Chelsi Pacholke,
Daynen Paddock, Rachel Sauve,
Shayla Schwingle, and Cheyanne
Wade. These individuals were
accepted because they demonstrated
the four cardinal traits that the
National Honor Society represents:
scholarship, leadership, service, and
character. This was also the time for
the officers of last year’s chapter to
retire and for the incoming officers
to take their place. Rachel Sauve was
selected by the new NHS members
to give an acceptance speech because
of her reflection of the four cardinal

traits. A chapter has ended and a
new one has begun.
Congratulations to all of those
who have been accepted into the
National Honor Society. Continue
to demonstrate those four traits no
matter if your chapter is open or
closed.

Retiring officers

President: Gabrielle Engel
Vice-President: Zachary Garner
Secretary: Janelle Peterson
Treasurer: Chandra Bearden
Historian: Emily Gilles

Officers elect

President: Chelsi Pacholke
Vice-President: Cheyanne Wade
Secretary: Riley Barstch
Treasurer: Remington Davison
Historian: Daynen Paddock
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High School – continued

. . . or is it?

by Shayla Schwingle
Have you ever wanted a free trial
at life? Perhaps you’d like a simulation that showed you how to spend
your money and how much everything cost?
This year all CHS juniors and
other students in Mrs. Hopkins’
and Mrs. Adams’ classes attended
the Test Drive Next Stop Reality on
Wednesday, March 30 at WITC.
This was a simulation of the “real
world.” Each student chose a career
beforehand and they picked a card
that told them their marital status
and if they had a child or not. With
this information, the students had
to pay bills and keep a check book
to record their purchases. Some of
the things they had to buy were a
house, a car, childcare, insurance,
food, clothes, and entertainment.
The students also had to go to a table
which had a wheel and the wheel
would give them “speed bumps” or
problems that you need to pay for.

Free living? Seniors Janelle Peterson and Jared Santana try to figure out which house would
best fit their lifestyle.

The wheel could have also given
rewards.
This “test drive” was sponsored by
Royal Credit Union and organized
by the Barron County Financial

Loving life. Spencer Hatelstad, Alex Wettstein, Jordan Anderson, and Alexis Newland talk to
a local business volunteer to learn more about everyday experiences.

Coalition, a committee that Mrs.
Adams and Mrs. Hopkins are members of. WITC hosted the event for
Cameron and other students from
seven schools in the county.
Many local business volunteered
to help students understand what
it was like to pay for all the things
that our parents have to deal with.
This program showed the students
how much responsibilities and cost
managements they will need to
prepare for. “It was interesting to see
how you have to put your life into
perspective, and see how you have
to manage your money,” said senior
Emily Gilles who was a business
manager at the store. A lot of the
kids had a positive experience with
this reality store. With this great
program, it will prepare our students
for their life ahead of them.
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each game, trying to put our players
in situations in which they can be
successful, watching our teams play
well and being successful. “When a
group of players comes together and
really becomes a team, where they
genuinely care for each other and
want each other to be successful, that
is such a great feeling for the players,
and it makes coaching much easier,”
said Coach. Each season is a little
different than the others, and Coach
Moon has always each season bringing something different. “Cameron
has been fortunate to have many
great seasons, many great players,
and many great teams to challenge
us on the court,” continued Moon.
But, just as the moon wanes in the
night sky, Coach Moon will also be
fading into the darkness as the lights
are dimmed the last time on the
Comet court this season. His impact, however, will live on. Returning to the court without her mentor

next year will be sophomore Carli
Wanink, who spoke for all the girls
when she shared some of the lessons that Coach instilled in his girls.
“Mr. Moon taught us that it’s okay
not to be perfect. ‘ You should make
mistakes during a game. If you don’t
. . .,’ he’d explain, ‘you’re not trying
new things.’ Coach Moon also told
us ‘Always give 100%,’ but maybe
what I’ll remember most is that
Moon taught me that there is more
in life than basketball.”
So life will go on . . . and Comet
Girls’ Basketball will go on. It is
expected that Cameron will continue
to grow and become even better, developing phenomenal players, such
as those seen throughout Cameron’s
history. But, before he explores
what lies beyond, Coach Moon
had one more team talk to share. “I
have been greatly blessed with good
coaches, great players, and support
-- even when a season did not go as

planned. I would like to thank all
who have made this possible. It has
been a great run.” The community
and the players thank him for his
contributions to Cameron Athletics.

“Together!” No girl who has ever been on a
Comet team could forget the mantra “Together!” that is used before taking the court.

